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Introduction
The Removal of Sales Order Remains extension allows you to automatically or semiautomatically remove quantities of sales orders in which there exists lines that have been
partially served and that, according to the criteria defined in the application, are no longer
considered to be being served.
To cancel the outstanding quantities, the extension will remove or modify the sales order
lines, along with the associated records (tracking lines, shipping lines and/or warehouse
picking) that may exist.
iDynamics Removal of Sales Order Remains is fast to implement, easy to configure, and
improves employee productivity. In this section, you will find information that will help you
configure and use iDynamics Removal of Sales Order Remains in your company. And if you
are a partner or customer who needs to extend this functionality, you will find relevant
information in the Developers section.

User's guide

- Setup
- Usage

Partners & Developers

- Functional description
- Implementation
- Customization

Support

- Support and Contact info

Examples of use cases covered by the
extension:
•

•

Customers who work with weighing or measuring products, who receive orders with
round quantities (e.g. 3kg of sand) but serve or invoice the exact quantity of products
(e.g. 2.98kg of sand). In this case, the extension would automatically eliminate the
0.02kg remaining to be served, giving the order as closed.
Customers who, due to the type of product, may leave small quantities pending to
be served and who wish to be able to cancel, in an automated manner, those orders
that follow certain quantity and age criteria (e.g. orders with less than 2 units pending
to be served for 3 months).

Setup
Once the extension is installed, the first step will be to configure it. For that we go to the
manual setup section and filter by Dynamics “Removal of Sales Order Remains”.
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It is possible to access this card by navigating to the sales and collections setup, where we
will have a new block of fields available with the title "Removal of sales order remains".

The available fields are as follows:
•

•

•

•

Time threshold. With the default value (OD), the extension will launch the Removal
of Sales Order Remains process each time an order is shipped. If, on the other hand,
you want to trigger the process only for orders that are a certain age, you can enter
a date formula (e.g. 3D = 3days, 1M = 1 month). Once you have specified a formula,
the process can be triggered manually (from the sales order list) or scheduled from
the project queue.
Filter on field. If a date formula has been specified in the previous field, this
dropdown allows you to specify on which date in particular the formula will be applied
when deciding whether to remove the remains of an order or not.
Removal threshold. Regardless of when the remain is removed, the process will
only remove quantities that are below the quantity, in base unit of measure, specified
in this field.
Deletion filter The removal of remain process is responsible for modifying/deleting
any associated documents on the sales line, such as shipments, tracking lines, and
picking activities. This dropdown list allows you to specify, however, that you do not
want to remove the remains of an order that has picking activities created.

Setup by customer
Within the customer file we will have several fields that allow us to customize the process
of removal by customer.
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The available fields are as follows:
•

•

•

Removal of Sales Order Remains. A check that allows us to activate/deactivate
remains removal. If the check is not active, by default the orders placed for this
customer will not be included in the process.
Time threshold. It allows us customize the remains removal calculation formula for
this particular customer. If the fields are blank, the value set at the general level is
used for sales and incoming payments.
Filter on field Allows you to customize the fields on which the date calculation is
performed to verify whether or not the remains of a sales order must be deleted. As
with the previous fields, if it is blank, the value set at the general level will be used.

Note: by default, when you install the extension or create a new client, the delete removal
remains checkbox will be checked, and the Time filter and Calculate on field fields will be
blank.

Sales orders
In addition to per customer, the extension allows you to modify the remains management
settings for each particular sales order.
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The fields are identical to those available in the customer card. The Removal of Sales Order
Remains mark will be automatically marked or not, depending on the client settings,
and Time Filter and Calculate on Fields will be blank by default, inheriting the settings from
the client card (or from the sales and collections settings, if applicable).
As an additional feature, the Date of Remains Removed field will be filled in automatically
as soon as the process of removing remains removes quantities from the document.

Usage
The Removal of Sales Order Remains process can be launched in several ways:
•

•
•
•

Automatically, when the sales order is entered, if the date formula for the order
(directly specified, or inherited from the customer/sales and collection configuration)
is 0D.
Manually, for an order, by pressing the button Delete remains from the tab Actions of
the order to be processed.
Manually, for all orders that meet the conditions of date and maximum quantity, by
pressing the button Delete remains from the tab Actions of the list of sales orders.
Automatically, by scheduling the task Removal of Sales Order Remains from the
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central project queue.

Automatic deletion when registering
This is the simplest case. If the order has the Removal of Sales Order Remains check mark
active, and the date filter to be applied is 0D, the process wil be launched automatically when
the sales order is entered. If at that point there are any rows whose quantity (in base unit
of measure) is below the set threshold, the remaining quantity is removed.

Manual removal of order remains
At any time you can press the Delete Remains action from the screen of a sales order.
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Pressing the action will force the processing of remains un the document, regardless of
whether the Delete Remains mark is selected or not, and the date filters set.
The action will, however, respect the settings in the fields Deleted threshold and Delete
Filter of the sales and billing setup.

Manual execution of the remains
removal process
On the actions card of the list of sales orders, we have a button that launches the
processing of all sales orders that meet the criteria for the disposal of waste.

The process will run through all active orders and will remove the remains of the lines that:
•
•
•
•

Are below the defined threshold.
Created more than (date field) + (date formula) days ago.
Have the option to Remove Remains checked.
Do not have pickings, if you have indicated this restriction in the configuration of
sales and collections.

It is important to note the following restrictions:
•
•

No action will be taken for those documents whose date formula is 0D (because the
processing is at the time of registration).
If an order has a registered pick, but the associated shipment has not been
registered, no line will be deleted, as it will be considered to be working with it in the
warehouse at that time.

At the end of the processing a message will be displayed indicating the total number of
orders that have been modified by it.

Scheduled remains removal
After installing the extension, a new scheduled deletion task will have been created in the
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central Project queu Moves. By default, the task is created
in a paused state, being necessary to configure its schedule (which days and at what times
you want to start the process) and change it to a "ready" state.
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The business logic of the process triggered by the project queue is exactly the same as
that described in the previous point, when you trigger the process manually.

